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Figure 1: We use parallel irradiance caching to predict the luminance distribution in a daylit space of moderate architectural complexity
and compare the result to calibrated high dynamic range photographs.

Abstract
Building designers rely on predictive rendering techniques to design naturally and artificially lit environments. However, despite
decades of work on the correctness of global illumination rendering techniques, our ability to accurately predict light levels in
buildings—and to do so in a short time frame as part of an iterative design process—remains limited. In this paper, we present a
novel approach to parallelizing construction of an irradiance cache over multiple-bounce paths. Relevant points for irradiance
calculation based on one or multiple cameras are located by tracing rays through multiple-bounce paths. Irradiance values
are then saved to a cache in reverse bounce order so that the irradiance calculation at each bounce samples from previously
calculated values. We show by comparison to high-dynamic range photography of a moderately complex space that our method
can predict luminance distribution as accurately as RADIANCE, the most widely validated tool used today for architectural
predictive rendering of daylit spaces, and that it is faster by an order of magnitude.

Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional Graphics and
Realism—Rendering, Global Illumination

1. Introduction

Architects and lighting designers use software tools to predict light
levels to achieve qualitative design goals and to meet quantitative il-
lumination requirements. Increasingly, illumination goals focus on
the aesthetic [RA15] and functional role of daylight [IES12], which
is highly time-dependent and in which indirect lighting plays a ma-
jor role [JR14]. To this end, the design community depends on pre-
dictive rendering, image synthesis whose goal is not to look plau-
sible but rather to verifiably match the physical scene once built.

Unfortunately, predictive rendering tools currently available to
the design community fall short in terms of speed, accuracy, or
both. The RADIANCE synthetic imaging software [War94] has be-
come a staple of the architectural and lighting design communities
due to its widespread adoption and well-validated results [RF06].

However, RADIANCE does not offer parallelism in many use cases,
and diffuse lighting calculations computed by irradiance caching
account for the majority of time spent in long simulations. While
other rendering techniques produce plausible results, validation
studies that test physical accuracy in realistically complex scenes
are rare, and adoption by the architectural community has been
slow. Most test scenes used in computer graphics validation do not
include glazed windows, and many modern physically-based ren-
dering algorithms produce lower-quality results when applied to
naturally-lit urban indoor scenes. Our main contributions include:

• A scalable GPU-based method for calculating diffuse lighting
using a multiple-bounce irradiance cache similar to RADIANCE.

• Validation by comparison to physical measurements that our
method predicts global illumination of a daylit indoor scene as
accurately as RADIANCE.
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2. Related Work

The goals of predictive rendering vary substantially from one field
of application to the next. Virtual prototyping, used for instance
in the automotive industry, is concerned with accurate surface re-
flection properties [UWP06]. Visual psychophysics uses rendered
images to assess human perception of color and shading [RB06].
Architects and lighting designers are concerned with producing the
appropriate combination of artificial and natural lighting to provide
a desired appearance for a space while maintaining comfortable
and task-appropriate illumination and contrast levels. Increasingly,
reducing energy use by increasing access to natural light is also a
goal [Rei14]. In this paper, we focus on the field of building perfor-
mance simulation, which includes the quantitative goals of archi-
tects and lighting designers.

Building performance simulation puts a unique set of demands
on image synthesis tools. Design tools need to produce physically
accurate representations and be reasonably fast so as not to interrupt
the flow of the user’s thought process [Csi96]. Unfortunately, veri-
fying the accuracy of predictive rendering tools is a messy business,
particularly in scenes of typical architectural complexity and un-
der variable daylight conditions. Current lighting guidelines expect
simulated luminance to fall within 20% of actual levels [Rea00],
a goal that remains difficult to achieve. To meet design goals, fo-
cus is placed on producing correct illuminance levels over broad
surfaces and work planes. This differs from the characteristics that
contribute to the perception of photorealism because the human eye
is more sensitive to relative luminance and higher spatial frequen-
cies than are typically found in buildings [RWP∗95]. Animation
is rarely a concern; objects in the scene are static, while the sun
position and sky condition may change [RH00]. The accuracy of
rendering glass is important because glazed windows both modu-
late incoming light and provide views to external geometry in the
scene’s urban context. However, caustic focusing [Nye99] is rarely
encountered because architectural glass tends to have planar geom-
etry. As a result of windows, image synthesis tools must be able to
work with a variety of scales, including the detailed geometry of a
room’s interior and the far-away geometry of the urban surround-
ings which may participate in the diffuse lighting of the scene.

2.1. Validation Studies

A renderer produces photorealistic results if it meets three crite-
ria: correct reflection models for surfaces, correct light transport
paths, and physiologically correct display of the results [GTS∗97].
We are concerned mainly with the first two criteria, as the goal in
building performance simulation is to obtain physically accurate
light levels, not to display perceptually convincing images. Vali-
dation of the first two criteria is generally done by comparison to
physically measured photometric values. The physical and virtual
models must have matching geometry, materials, and light sources;
however, some inaccuracy is inherent in any model.

Early validation studies compared rendered images to pho-
tographs [GTGB84,MRC∗86,Gry89]. McNamara et al. [MCTG00]
used human subjects to compare RADIANCE and other render-
ing methods to a photograph and found that while RADIANCE

performed well, human subjects were not suited to detecting cer-
tain physical inaccuracies. A similar comparison by Khodulev and

Kopylov [KK96] found RADIANCE to perform best in an analytic
test case but lacked a ground truth for image comparison. Drago
and Myszkowski [DM01] used highly accurate material models to
approximate a photograph on a low-dynamic range display, but they
simplified the luminance distribution in the scene by taking pho-
tographs at night.

Most validation studies rely on point illuminance measurements.
When taken in real buildings, reference measurements tend to be
heavily influenced by daylight, and thus accurate modeling of the
sky is a key concern [PSM93]. RADIANCE produced the most ac-
curate results in a comparison of four validated rendering packages
to field measurements in one daylit building, although still off by
up to 40% [UH98]. Other studies comparing physical daylit build-
ing interiors with glazed windows to RADIANCE predictions found
relative mean bias error (MBErel) under 20% and relative root mean
square error (RMSErel) under 32% [NPWN01,RW01,RA06]. RA-
DIANCE and 3ds Max [Aut16] gave comparable results in a study
of one building interior under a number of sky conditions [RB09].
However, RADIANCE offered superior results in a repetition of this
study at four other geographic locations [BPF15].

High dynamic range (HDR) photography can also be used to
capture accurately scaled luminance levels and provides greater
spatial resolution than typical illuminance sensors [Ina06, Ina10,
VIJ10, VI14]. Karner and Prantl [KP96] compared photographs of
an artificially lit office to RADIANCE using gridded regions with
MBErel 44%–71% and RMSErel 16.4%–18.5%. When corrected
for image misalignment, the errors were lowered to MBErel 21%–
52% and RMSErel 12.9%–17.8%. In cases where photographs and
renderings have poor alignment, average luminance values in man-
ually selected task-zones can also be compared [WC06].

2.2. Irradiance Caching

Diffuse lighting due to indirect irradiance typically has low-
frequency variation, so a single irradiance calculation may be ap-
plied to all ray intersections with similar spatial coordinates and in-
tersected surface normal directions. The irradiance cache is a col-
lection of irradiance values that are saved for reuse, along with their
associated point locations, normal directions, and validity radii.
Ward’s original method implemented in RADIANCE [WRC88] has
been modified by the inclusion of gradients in the calculation of
the validity radius [WH92] and by the use of second-order gradi-
ents (Hessians) to specify an ellipse in which an irradiance value is
valid [JSKJ12, SJJ12].

RADIANCE takes a lazy approach to populating the irradiance
cache [WRC88,WH92,SJJ12]. It calculates and saves an irradiance
value only when no pre-existing value is found for a ray intersec-
tion. Those intersections may occur anywhere up to a user-specified
number of ray bounces, so we refer to this as a multiple-bounce
irradiance cache. Due to the lazy approach, irradiance values cal-
culated at deeper bounces may sample from previously calculated
irradiance values reached through fewer bounces, allowing them
in effect to sample diffuse lighting from a greater portion of the
scene. As a result, irradiance values calculated through a multiple-
bounce irradiance cache converge toward an infinite bounce solu-
tion more quickly than those calculated from a single-bounce irra-
diance cache.

c© 2016 The Author(s)
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Algorithm 1 Parallel multiple bounce irradiance caching algorithm
1: procedure BUILD IRRADIANCE CACHE

2: level = 0
3: points[0] = eye
4: cache[levelmax] = ∅
5: while level < levelmax do
6: temp = sample geometry seen from points[level] . parallel coarse geometry sampling
7: Sort temp by cell index
8: Increment level
9: points[level] = rcoarse-spaced points from temp

10: end while
11: while level > 0 do
12: Decrement level
13: cache[level] = sample irradiance from cache[level +1] at points[level +1] . parallel coarse irradiance sampling
14: temp = sample geometry seen from points[level] . parallel fine geometry sampling
15: Sort temp by cell index
16: points[level +1] = rmin-spaced points from temp
17: cache[level] += sample irradiance from cache[level +1] at points[level +1] . parallel fine irradiance sampling
18: end while
19: end procedure

2.3. Parallel Irradiance Caching

Ward’s lazy approach is well-suited to serial implementation. How-
ever, RADIANCE allows multiple processes to write to a single
cache using file locks [LS03]. Improved synchronization methods
use the Message-Passing Interface (MPI) [KMG99, DSC06] and
wait-free synchronization [DDSC09]. Concurrent threads may cal-
culate overlapping and redundant irradiance values, but this hap-
pens infrequently so long as the number of threads is small.

In massively parallel systems, however, a lazy approach to pop-
ulating the irradiance cache is likely to produce many redundant
entries. The cache can be prefilled with entries that are likely to
be sampled; however, this requires a heuristic approach to deter-
mine where irradiance will need to be calculated [PH04]. Vari-
ous strategies have been proposed to completely prefill the irra-
diance cache. Splatting [KG09] and pre-convolution [RZD14] pro-
vide view-dependent solutions computed in screen space. Neighbor
clamping [KBPv08], Poisson-disk distribution [LZT∗08], micro-
rendering [REG∗09], and dithering combined with z-curve clus-
tering [FVKG13] can be used to place calculation points in world
space, but consider only one diffuse bounce. An adaptive seeding
method by Wang et al. [WWZ∗09] uses quadtrees and k-means
clustering to choose irradiance calculation locations. It also consid-
ers only a single bounce within the irradiance cache, but the irradi-
ance values themselves come from photon mapping [ZHWG08].

The adaptive seeding algorithm from Wang et al. [WWZ∗09]
has been extended to cache irradiance at multiple bounces [JR14].
Rays are traced outward from a subset of the original point-normal
pairs to locate new point-normal pairs for a second bounce irradi-
ance cache. Iteration of this process produces locations for irradi-
ance calculation for the desired number of bounces, with the irra-
diance values themselves calculated in the reverse order. The user
remains responsible for predicting the necessary size of the irradi-
ance cache, which is impractical in most real cases and prohibits
widespread adoption of the method. Unfortunately, poor cache siz-

ing lead either to under- or over-coverage of the scene, which in
either case can severely increase rendering times. Our method is
similar in approach but automatically creates an irradiance cache
that gives full scene coverage with near-optimal size.

3. Method

Our method allows any existing single-bounce or single-threaded
irradiance caching algorithm to be used in a parallel multiple-
bounce framework. The irradiance caching method must include an
error metric that defines the region around the calculation point for
which the irradiance value is valid, such as the split-sphere [WH92]
or Hessian-based error metrics [JSKJ12]. For our implementation,
we apply RADIANCE’s irradiance calculation method, which uses
Hessian-based error control [SJJ12]. In the lazy approach, the ana-
lytical error metric determines the spacing between irradiance cal-
culation points, and in combination with ray traversal order, it de-
termines the position of each irradiance calculation location. For
parallel computation, rays at the same bounce depth are effectively
traversed simultaneously, so we must introduce an alternate place-
ment method to pick irradiance calculation points without having
previously calculated their neighbors.

Our method breaks the irradiance caching algorithm into two
phases: first, a geometry sampling phase identifies point-normal
pairs that require irradiance calculation, and second, an irradi-
ance sampling phase collects indirect lighting contributions to each
point. These two phases repeat for both coarse and fine spacing at
each level of bounce recursion. Cell-based greedy selection applied
to the output of the coarse geometry sampling phase prevents the
number of irradiance samples from growing exponentially with the
number of bounces. We calculate irradiance at each selected point
along with an irradiance Hessian defining its validity area. Gaps
may occur between the coarsely spaced ellipses, so we use the fine
sampling phases to locate and compute additional irradiance values
for the cache. We show pseudocode for our method in Algorithm 1.

c© 2016 The Author(s)
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3.1. Coarse Geometry Sampling

The first step is to find point-normal pairs at which irradiance will
later be calculated. Unlike the lazy approach, we identify point-
normal pairs in advance rather than on an as-needed basis. As a
result, the validity radius of each irradiance value and thus the ap-
propriate spacing between point-normal pairs is not known. We as-
sume a user-defined lower limit on validity radii rmin; in practice,
RADIANCE users choose this limit based on rules of thumb. We
could space calculation points by a distance of rmin in order to guar-
antee complete coverage, but this would create an excessively large
irradiance cache. Instead, we use an intermediate spacing rcoarse
equal to the geometric mean of rmin and rmax. This results in a
coarse sampling of the scene, which will be refined later.

Geometry sampling begins with the creation of a candidate list
of all potential point-normal pairs. The candidate list contains the
first-hit points found by ray tracing, which can be performed in
parallel. A tree of rays originate from the position of the virtual
camera or sensor (first bounce) or from the locations of previously
identified point-normal pairs (subsequent bounces) and extend to
the first diffuse surface (Figure 2). This scheme allows us to simu-
late multiple cameras or sensors simultaneously with minimal over-
head (Figure 3). Each ray returns a payload containing a hit point
and associated normal, along with an index representing the cell
containing the point-normal pair.

Figure 2: A tree of geometry sampling rays branch out until inter-
secting diffuse surfaces.

Figure 3: In the first round of geometry sampling, rays originate
from any cameras or sensors in the scene (left). On subsequent
bounces, rays originate from selected hit points of the previous
round (right).

Cells divide the scene both spatially and with respect to normal
direction. The dimensions of each cell are larger than rcoarse; in
practice, a dimension about thirty to sixty times rcoarse works well.
Each cell is also associated with one of six axis-aligned directions,

such that a point-normal pair will be assigned to the cell whose
dominant direction lies closest to its own normal direction. Intu-
itively, irradiance values calculated at point-normal pairs located
near each other on the same surface are likely to have overlapping
validity ellipses, and if geometry sampling is dense enough, some
ellipses will be completely overlapped and therefore unnecessary.
To remove point-normal pairs that are likely to be redundant, we
sort and group the candidate pairs by cell.

With the candidate point-normal pairs sorted by cell, we can pick
a near-optimal subset of these pairs at which irradiance will be cal-
culated. We scan the list of candidate point-normal pairs and use
a greedy approach within each cell to choose pairs for irradiance
calculation. We automatically accept the first point-normal pair in
each cell. We accept additional point-normal pairs if they are lo-
cated at least rcoarse away from all previously accepted pairs in the
same cell or if their normal direction differs by more than a user-
specified deviation, defaulting to 0.2 radians. While this directional
deviation test is not optimal, it has produced good results previ-
ously [SJJ12] and does not cause misses because we use it at other
times that we search the irradiance cache as well. We save the se-
lected point-normal pairs as origins for later irradiance calculation
and also more immediately as origins for geometry sampling at the
next bounce.

3.2. Coarse Irradiance Sampling

Once we complete coarse geometry sampling for all bounces, we
begin irradiance calculation starting with the deepest bounce. Any
irradiance calculation method may be used; our implementation
uses jittered Shirley-Chiu radiance sampling [SC97] with Hessian-
based validity ellipses as implemented in RADIANCE [SJJ12]. We
trace irradiance sampling rays only to their first hit point, where we
sample either direct irradiation only (at the deepest bounce) or di-
rect irradiation and cached irradiance values from the next deeper
bounce (at all other bounces).

Hessian-based irradiance calculation determines an elliptical
area for which the irradiance value holds with major and minor
radii Rλ1

i and Rλ2
i defined as follows [JSKJ12]:(
Rλ1

i , Rλ2
i

)
≈ 4

√
4εt

π

(
4

√
1
λ1

, 4

√
1
λ2

)
(1)

where λ1 and λ2 are the eigenvalues of the irradiance Hessian ma-
trix and ε

t is the user-defined total allowable error. We bound the
radii between rmin and rmax to prevent under- or over-sampling,
respectively. If the minor radius of the ellipse is less than rcoarse,
then some relevant portions of the scene may not be covered by
any cached irradiance value, and irradiance sampling at the next
bounce closer to the eye could encounter holes. To prevent this, we
insert a fine sampling phase before proceeding to the next bounce.

3.3. Fine Geometry Sampling

The fine geometry sampling phase proceeds much like the coarse
version with a few exceptions. First, during the parallel ray casting,
we ignore first hit points if they fall within the validity ellipse of an
irradiance value calculated during coarse irradiance sampling at the
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same bounce. We can still use these points as locations for specu-
lar reflections, however. Second, we use a smaller spacing to pick
point-normal pairs within each cell. In principle, the spacing should
be rmin to guarantee complete coverage of the scene; however, in
many cases, we can achieve complete coverage with a larger spac-
ing, as the validity radius will only reach its lower limit near edges
under low light levels. Finally, because of the smaller spacing, we
also use a smaller cell size. Typically, a cell edge length thirty to
sixty times rmin works well.

3.4. Fine Irradiance Sampling

Irradiance calculation for fine sampling proceeds the same as for
coarse irradiance sampling with validity areas defined by Equa-
tion 1. The origin points are those identified by the fine geometry
sampling phase. We skip this phase if the fine geometry sampling
phase identified no new points, which may happen if the irradiance
values calculated in the coarse phase all have minor elliptical radii
greater than rcoarse.

We add new irradiance values found in this phase to the cache
created previously in the coarse irradiance sampling phase. Only
the coarse and fine irradiance calculation at the next bounce closer
to the eye will then sample from this irradiance cache, or, for the
bounce closest to the eye, this irradiance cache will be used for the
synthesis of the final images or sensor readings.

Because rmin is the lower limit on the radius of a validity el-
lipse, we expect the irradiance cache to completely cover relevant
areas of the scene after the fine irradiance sampling phase. In prac-
tice, a larger spacing is sometimes preferable in the fine geometry
sampling phase to prevent over-sampling. We can repeat geometry
and irradiance sampling phases again with even smaller spacing to
ensure complete scene coverage in this case. Alternately, we can
perform a final gather in the event that a pixel is not covered by any
cached value when a larger spacing is chosen. In our experience,
misses occur in these cases at between zero and 0.04% of pixels
using well-chosen parameters, typically at edges of very narrow
surfaces.

4. Validation

We tested our method and several others by modeling a daylit inte-
rior room of a campus building. The room is of typical complexity
for architectural models, and the space was mocked-up to resem-
ble a typical office environment. We measured diffuse and specular
reflectance for all materials with a Konica Minolta CM-2500d spec-
trophotometer, and we determined the transmissivity of the glazed
surfaces with a Konica Minolta TL-1 illuminance meter. Unfor-
tunately, no equipment was available to measure bidirectional re-
flectance in situ, so Lambertian reflectance modified by the mea-
sured specular component was generally assumed. We estimated
material roughness to match appearance in our renderings, as is
typical practice in RADIANCE.

We observed the scene under a variety of sky conditions over
several days. For each observation, we captured HDR imagery from
a typical seated head height in front of a monitor using a Canon
EOS 5D Mark II camera with a Sigma 4.5mm fisheye lens. We

also took spot luminance measurements with a Konica Minolta LS-
110 luminance meter for image calibration. To correct vignetting,
we measured light fall-off as an angular function for the camera
and applied the inverse function to the images to remove lens ef-
fects [Ina10]. The resulting HDR photographs capture the lumi-
nance distribution of a hemisphere approximating the field of view
of a seated individual.

4.1. Illumination Sources

The largest source of uncertainty in our validation is the lumi-
nance distribution from the sun and sky. Solar irradiance data was
measured at the time of each photograph with an Onset S-LIB-
M003 silicon pyranometer connected to a HOBO weather station
located atop a tall building approximately 200 m from the test
scene. The station gives a single value for global horizontal solar
irradiance, which is separated into direct and diffuse components
using the Reindl separation model [RBD90]. These values were
used to generate sun and sky definitions with the Perez all-weather
sky model [PSM93]. These definitions are directly readable by RA-
DIANCE and by our implementation. While the limitations of sep-
aration models are well known, their use in building performance
simulation is fairly standard due to the expense of equipment that
can directly measure direct sunlight.

We recorded 32 sets of measurements over several days under a
variety of sky conditions. As might be expected, the agreement be-
tween the simulated and measured images is imperfect, but MBErel
was within the 20% margin specified by the Illuminating Engi-
neering Society of North America [Rea00]. Based on our initial
study [JR15], we chose two measurement times that generated the
closest agreement in vertical eye illuminance between the HDR
photographs, RADIANCE simulations, and illuminance meter read-
ings. These were 14:00 on January 8, 2014, which was a clear day,
and 10:00 on January 10, 2014, which was overcast. Since these
measurements agree within 8%, we have higher confidence that the
Perez model accurately depicted the real sky at these times.

4.2. Comparison Metrics

A simple and obvious comparison method would be pixel-by-pixel
comparison of the HDR photograph to the rendered image. How-

Figure 4: Stereographic projection of Tregenza’s division of a
hemisphere into 145 patches.
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Figure 5: The scene captured by HDR photography (left side) and rendered by our method with varying numbers of radiance samples per
irradiance calculation seen in 180◦ fisheye projection.

ever, such a comparison is not terribly useful and will tend to high-
light small misalignments between objects in the physical and mod-
eled scenes. Furthermore, this comparison is difficult across images
with differing resolutions or projections. As building performance
simulation is more concerned with light levels across a work area,
an alternative approach is to compare the averaged luminance val-
ues of manually selected broad regions such as task-zones. In or-
der to produce a more complete comparison, we use an automated
zone division process. We choose the Tregenza subdivision, which
divides the hemisphere into 145 patches of approximately equal
solid angle (see Figure 4) [TW83]. The patches are large enough
that minor misalignments between real and modeled geometry are
unlikely to significantly affect comparisons, yet they still localize
areas of extreme brightness and so are likely to detect differences in
sources of glare [WC06]. Regardless of the image resolution or pro-
jection used, the luminance Lt,i of Tregenza patch i can be found
by summing the solid angle-weighted pixel luminance values in
that region:

Lt,i =
∑∀p∈t,i Lpωp

∑∀p∈t,i ωp
(2)

where Lp is the luminance of pixel p and ωp is the solid angle
occupied by that pixel. From this, we find the relative error in the
luminance computed for each patch using the HDR photograph as

a reference.

ηt,i =
Lt,i,HDR−Lt,i,simulation

Lt,i,HDR
(3)

We then compute MBErel and RMSErel for each image based on n
fully-visible Tregenza patches.

MBErel =

∣∣∣∣1n n

∑
i=1

ηt,i

∣∣∣∣ (4)

RMSErel =

√
1
n

n

∑
i=1

η2
t,i (5)

We also observe the fraction of patches that fall within an error
threshold as a function of that threshold. More accurate simula-
tions will yield curves that rise more steeply initially. This method
of comparison is particularly useful for determining how well a
simulation complies with modeling accuracy requirements.

5. Results and Discussion

We implemented our method on top of RADIANCE, using OptiXTM

version 3.9.0 for parallel ray tracing [PBD∗10]. We ran simula-
tions of the scene described in the previous section under observed
clear and overcast sky conditions using our implementation as well
as classic RADIANCE and naïve path tracing in OptiXTM (Fig-
ure 1). We allowed five diffuse bounces in our method and in RA-
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Figure 6: Simulation time as a function of sampling rate. Our
method ran on one or two NVIDIA R© Tesla R© K40 GPUs. RADI-
ANCE ran on one 3.4 GHz core.

DIANCE as recommended by Jones and Reinhart [JR14]. Based on
the scene’s scale, rmin was approximately 0.05 m, and rmax was
approximately 3 m.

The number of radiance samples used to calculate each irradi-
ance value can be varied to affect both simulation time and image
quality. Our renderings use an angular fisheye projection, which
closely matches that of the Sigma 4.5mm fisheye lens used in the
reference HDR photographs and gives complete visibility to all 145
Tregenza patches (Figure 5). Simulation time varies roughly lin-
early with the number of samples used to generate each irradiance
value and scales with the number of GPU cores (Figure 6). Scal-
ing with the number of GPU cores is not linear, mainly because
OptiXTM creates the computation kernel for each GPU in serial.

Low numbers of radiance samples per irradiance calculation re-
sult in noticeably blotchy images, but Monte Carlo sampling results
in surprisingly little variation in patch-level error; except for the
lowest quality image, all the renderings detect roughly equal frac-
tions of the total luminance from the HDR photographs. In general,
our method produces less error than RADIANCE both in compari-
son to the photographed scene and to path tracing (Figure 7). We
used an overture pass to smooth irradiance caching artifacts in the
RADIANCE images, which had a negligible effect on patch-level
errors. The path traced images were allowed to render until diffuse
noise artifacts disappeared, although the variation in patch-level er-
ror over the duration of the run was minimal. Error in the path
traced images is attributable to discrepancies between actual and
modeled geometry, materials, and sky luminance distributions.

Higher numbers of radiance samples per irradiance calculation
result do increase the number of Tregenza patches within an error
threshold (Figure 8). For both sky conditions with any given er-
ror tolerance, simulations that use more radiance samples produce
more patches within the tolerance. The advantage is especially ap-
parent for the clear sky simulation at very low tolerances. However,
the additional samples yield diminishing returns, and it seems un-
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Figure 7: MBErel and RMSErel in luminance relative to measured
values as a function of sampling rate.

likely that increasing beyond 2048 samples per irradiance calcula-
tion will yield much benefit.

6. Conclusion

We have presented a method for parallel construction of a multiple-
bounce irradiance cache. Our framework can be adapted to a vari-
ety of irradiance sampling strategies, and through the use of coarse
and fine passes, it can achieve a close to optimally sized irradiance
cache without the individual validity radii being known in advance.
Under models of real sky conditions, our method predicts the lumi-
nance distribution in a physical space as well as RADIANCE.

Additionally, we have introduced validation metrics appropri-
ate for comparing simulations of complex spaces to ground truth
measurements. We anticipate that further validation studies will be
necessary to demonstrate the predictive capabilities of our method,
and that validation of other global illumination simulation meth-
ods may also benefit from these metrics. Because of the complex-
ity involved in modeling daylit spaces, and also because of their
societal importance, validation should make use of a greater vari-
ety of physical locations and more varied sky conditions. Elimina-
tion of certain error sources, for example by capturing exact sky
luminance distributions through photographic means instead of re-
lying on recorded weather data, will improve the reliability of fu-
ture studies. We stress the importance of validation by comparison
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Figure 8: Fraction of Tregenza patches within a given error toler-
ance for clear sky (top) and overcast sky (bottom) rendered with
our method depending on sampling rate.

to realistically complex scenes as opposed to analytically solvable
simple cases.

The primary goal of our work is to give building designers the
ability to evaluate their designs’ performance in early design stages.
The scalability of our method allows it to generate useful results an
order of magnitude faster than RADIANCE using commodity graph-
ics hardware. At early design stages, building plans change quickly,
and designers may wish to compare many options in a short amount
of time. The scalability of a parallel computation method for accu-
rate global illumination may one day lead to interactive feedback,
which will greatly advance the cause of early design building per-
formance simulation.
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